WHITEPAPER

DISCLAIMER SPURDO Inu including but not limited
to the overall project, the token, website, smart
contracts and any apps (“SPUDRO Inu”) as
presented in this conceptual paper is not an
licensed, unlicensed or exempted financial or
payment service of any kind and in any
jurisdiction. Any terminology used in this
Whitepaper, on the Website or within the app is
intended only as a basic reference, without any
effective or legal meaning of the same terms in
a regulated and/or financial environment.
SPURDO Inu is a fully and completely
decentralized and community driven project and
does not have owners, shareholders, promoters,
marketers, managers, directors or other figures or
entities exerting any form of governance; the
SPURDO Inu smart contracts are open-source,
security audited, permanent and non-modifiable
in any way. The SPURDO token is a strictly utility
token in any jurisdiction and is not and can not
be considered as a security or otherwise a
regulated token of any kind, is not in any way emoney and/or a fiat or asset backed stablecoin,
whether global or limited in scope. This
Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a
contractual agreement of any kind, is not an
invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in
SPURDO Inu or acquire or use its SPURDRO
tokens in any way and with any expectation of
profit in any form. Any user of SPURDO Inu
declares to have received appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory and legal advice before
and after accessing and/or reading this
Whitepaper, the website and using any portion or
element of SPUDRO Inu (including any SPURDO
token therein) and accepts that there is an
inherent high risk in accessing, acquiring or using
any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system,
token, platform, software, interface including
SPURDO Inu and further acknowledges with full
disclaimer for any community member directly or
indirectly involved with SPURDO Inu, that there
can be any kind of damage suffered, including
total loss.
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WHAT IS SPURDO?

Alrite investorz. I am Spurdo...you are Spurdo...we are all Spurdo.
Sounds intersding? Not really
Spurdo is the only LOL meme coin community yu'll ever need on the Binance
Smart Chain. Lauging our way to the top. we have low buy and sell tax.
Community
While dhere is a team to get the hard stuff done...You hab been chosen to
hold it and ride it. You can be shore Spurdo is fully decentralized and lead by
its community. No wun is exempt from the spreading the Spurdo meme.
Spurdo fourth and Pump this.
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SPURDO'S VALUES
Community
While dhere is a team to get the hard stuff done...You hab been
chosen to hold it and ride it. You can be shore Spurdo is fully
decentralized and lead by its community. No wun is exempt from
the spreading the Spurdo meme.

Spurdo fourth and Pump this.
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ROADMAP
PHASE 1
-Create Telegram
-Stealth Launch
-Website and Socials go live
-Spurdo Sponsored
Roundabout
-Whitepaper release

PHASE 2
-NFT Launch
-500k MC
-CMC/CG Application
-Spurdo Billboard in Finland
-Pug gets Spurdo Tattooed on Himself

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

-AMA’s
-YouTube promotions
-Dextools trending
-Spurdo porn film
-Contract audit
-Spurdo Shop

-CEX Listing
-SpurDAO
Pug Face Tattoo/Spurdo Adoption
-Sassy Ass Tattoo/Spurdo Adoption
-More TBA

Thank You
Our Links
Telegram: https://t.me/spurdoinu
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SpurdoInu
Website: https://spurdoinu.site
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